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SETTING UP A LARGE FREE STANDING HI STRIKER 

 

  
 

1. Unpack parts box and find following: 
 
(2) Square Bale Pins (1) Bell bolt (1/2 threaded rod, nuts, etc.) 
(6) 3/8 x 1 1/2 bolts, nuts & washers (1) Chaser (slider that hits bell) 
(1) Bell (2) Chains with snaps 
 
2. Unpack tower, slide tower into frame, and attach with the six 3/8 x 1 1/2 bolts.  Tighten. 
 
3. Slide chaser on track and attach bell as follows: 
 

On the end of the bell bolt with the two flat washers remove the first nut, lock washer and one 
flat washer.  Insert bolt through the bell from the back side.  There should be a flat washer and 
a nut up against the bell on the back side.  Place 2nd flat washer against bell on front side, lock 
washer, & nut.  Tighten.  Remove nuts and lock washer from other end of threaded bolt.  
Extend bolt through hole into metal 2 x 2 on end of tower. Add one nut to bolt before going 
through second hole. Add lock washer & nut once through second hole.  Tighten.  The bell 
should be close to track, but not touching.  1/2 inch is right distance from track. 

 
4. Attach metal legs to bottom brackets on back of frame with 2 square bale pins. Connect eye 

bolts on legs to eye bolts at bottom of frame with chains. Pull legs out from frame until 
positioned (keeps hi striker from tipping backward during use). When ready to transport, 
unhook chains from eye bolts. (these can be off during transport)  Lift legs up and 
position into top brackets on frame and insert bale pins.  

 
5. Now the game is ready to use! 
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BELL ASSEMBLY 
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Hi Striker Maintenance Recommendations 
 
You must remember that every person that hits a Hi Striker is hitting it as hard as they possibly can 
with a hammer. If the Hi Striker is being set up on a hard surface (cement, black top, etc.) a rubber 
mat will help to absorb some of the shock of the hit. Please ensure longevity of your machine by 
performing regular maintenance.  
 
- The Arm (1) is subject to expansion and contraction of wood due to weather changes. This will 

cause slight cracking (technically called checking) and distortion. These are normal characteristics 
of wood and do not affect the structural integrity of the Hi Striker.   

 
- The track (15) can get dirty. Clean with WD-40 and apply light oil from time to time. 
 
- Black Lift Spring (7) - Be sure that bolts are tight and that the spring is 1/4 inch from the track. If 

spring binds on the track it could break. Lift spring is adjustable forward and backward, by 
loosening 3 bolts holding the black spring on front of the arm.  

 
- Check the Bushings (11) in Rocker Set (10) at least annually. They are replaceable and should be 

checked for wear.  
 
- Check the Coil Spring (12) regularly, they wear depending on use. This spring returns the arm to 

its forward position for hitting.  
 
- Bell – If the bell tone is not as clear as it used to be, inspect for damage to the bell. Ensure that the 

bell is not touching the track. If no damage is found, tighten and loosen bolt until the sound 
comes clear.  
 

- Adjusting the adjustment bolt (6) under the arm will make it harder or easier to ring the bell.  Up 

will make it harder, down will make it easier.  Tighten the lock washer after adjustment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Call or Email us with any maintenance questions: 
1-800-642-3254 or admin@histriker.com 
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This diagram is accurate to a Free Standing or Carted Hi Striker as well, merely disregard #s 13, & 14 
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General Rules for Operation  

Hi Striker Co. Hi Striker Game 
 

- Hi Striker must be fully fenced around play area 
 

- Attendant must be on duty at all times during operation of the Hi Striker 
game 

 
- Only 1 player and attendant in the play area at a time. 
 
- Player must use two hands to swing the hammer 
 
- Only hammers sold by Hi Striker Co. are to be used on the Hi Striker 

game. 
 
- The Hi Striker game must be fully anchored before use via stakes or 

sandbags 
 

 


